.

Trump’s finances:
“Many of his holdings are respected, household brand-name companies such as Coca-Cola and
Johnson & Johnson.”
“1. Monsanto
Maybe the biggest surprise is that Trump holds between $15,001 and $50,000 worth of
Monsanto (NYSE:MON) stock in one of his two wealth management accounts with Deutsche
Bank.”
“Gilead Sciences
Trump owns shares of drug developer Gilead Sciences (NASDAQ:GILD) in two of his five
investment accounts. Per the filing, Trump owns between $100,001 and $250,000 worth of
Gilead stock in a Deutsche asset management account and between $250,001 and $500,000 in
an account with Oppenheimer.”
https://www.fool.com/investing/general/2016/01/31/3-surprisingly-controversial-stocks-in-donaldtrum.aspx

“A Pharma Company That Charges $1100 a Pill? You Bet
Pharmaceutical giant Gilead Sciences (NASDAQ: GILD) is one of those companies.

Trump holds two positions in Gilead, one with Deutsch Bank and one with Oppenheimer.”
https://www.wealthdaily.com/report/the-trump-files-his-smart-money-plays/1661
“Gilead is working closely with global health authorities to respond to the novel coronavirus
(COVID-19) outbreak through the appropriate use of the investigational drug remdesivir.
Together with the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA), Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC), Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS), National Institute of
Allergies and Infectious Diseases (NIAID) and Department of Defense (DoD) - CBRN Medical;
the China CDC and National Medical Product Administration (NMPA); the World Health
Organization (WHO); and researchers and clinicians across Europe and Asia; Gilead is focused
on contributing our antiviral expertise and resources to help patients and communities fighting
COVID-19.”
https://www.gilead.com/purpose/advancing-global-health/covid-19
“Column: Is Gilead ripping us off with a COVID-19 treatment topping $3,000?”
https://www.latimes.com/business/story/2020-06-29/column-coronavirus-gilead-remdesivir-price
https://fortune.com/2016/08/09/here-are-donald-trumps-14-biggest-stock-market-investments/
Gilead is the name of the city in Handmaids tale where there is a society which eerily mirrors the
implemented measures during the covid situation.
“The Republic of Gilead, colloquially referred to as simply Gilead or elsewhere sometimes
called, by its leadership, the "Divine Republic", is the totalitarian patriarchal theocracy that rules
over most of the territory that belonged to the former continental United States in The
Handmaid's Tale.”
https://the-handmaids-tale.fandom.com/wiki/Republic_of_Gilead_(Series)

Trump, Gates, Soros and the Rockefeller’s are all connected through a group called BlackRock.
Trump is using BlackRock right now to deal with the covid situation. See evidence in the link
below:
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1-SVDxcyi_pqxpvvbIY5rvOIryUO6fGSjEzzE7AvJaW8/edit
Trump made a lot of promises as president. He really sounded like the people’s president, a
true independent, couldn’t be bought because he didn’t need more money, right? He made
statements about the big banks, some tweets about vaccines causing autism, spoke against the
CIA, claimed Hillary would be in jail, etc. Most of his supporters don’t know that he has actually
done a lot of the opposite of this and supported many tools of deception and destruction as
president.
Here are all the links for Trump supporting evil against the American people, with words and
actions. Monsanto, GMOS, vaccines, etc. Trump has said multiple things at different times that
don’t line up with these statements and actions:

Trump and the NSA
https://www.forbes.com/sites/kateoflahertyuk/2019/08/17/trump-administration-applies-toreauthorize-nsas-controversial-spying-program/#2812972b49c4
Trump and the Patriot Act
https://www.isidewith.com/candidates/donald-trump/policies/domestic-policy/patriot-act
Trump and the CIA
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/president-trump-tells-cia-1000-percent/story?id=44951033
Trump and vaccines:
Trump says “They

have to get the shots. The vaccinations are so important,” Trump
told reporters as he left the White House. “This is really going around now. They have
to get their shots.”
https://www.statnews.com/2019/04/26/trump-vaccinations-measles/

Trump signs Autism Care Act, which gives research money to the CDC
https://www.wbtv.com/2019/10/02/trump-signs-autism-cares-act-into-law-providing-billionfunding-autism-programs/

Trump’s executive order to give more money to the flu shot production
https://www.medscape.com/viewarticle/918775
Trump and bayer
https://www.ewg.org/release/trump-epa-sides-bayermonsanto-over-science-claims-cancercausing-weedkiller-safe
Trump and glyphosate
https://www.commondreams.org/news/2020/01/30/critics-trump-epas-formal-assertionglyphosate-poses-no-risk-human-health-indication
Trump and GMO’s
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-06-11/trump-plans-to-sign-order-to-easeapproval-of-new-gmo-crops
Trump and DOW chemical
https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2017/04/dow-chemical-endangered-species

https://qz.com/1332086/trump-nominates-dow-pesticide-executive-scott-hutchins-to-top-usdapost/
Trump and 5g
https://time.com/5534983/trump-5g-6g/
Trump and gun control:
Trump said he’s a big 2nd amendment guy. His supporters love to tout Trump as a 2nd
amendment protector. It’s one of their big selling points for why Trump is so much better than
alternatives. However, Trump has said and done more against the 2nd amendment than most
other presidents:
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1PdEhTU37heGyKm6cCM8m_VHeyG2QBWcYRORWT46
cKQY/edit
Trump is a Jesuit
https://youtu.be/UZmyVS4OeHg

Trump changed his political registration from Democratic to Republican shortly after a financial
group that included Chelsea Clinton gave him a loan for trump tower in Chicago. I can no longer
find the article that had this information, so, sorry, there is no link. It was most likely taken down
after people started giving it attention. I can't remember how I came across that over a year ago,
but I remember seeing the article dated 2008/2009 and explained how a financial group
consisting of Chelsea Clinton gave Trump a loan of over 100 million dollars. Now she is
tweeting about how much she hates him. It's all a ruse. It's a show, controlled opposition as
always. They're just acting their parts.
Trump and Soros:
Soros forgave Trump’s 312 million dollar debt
http://wearechange.org/george-soros-forgive-trump-312-million-debt/
https://wearechange.org/george-soros-forgive-trump-312-million-debt/
Trump hanging out with Soros
https://www.conservativereview.com/commentary/2016/02/trump-pals-around-with-georgesoros
Trump got a loan from George Soros for Trump tower.
"To build the tower, Trump received several loans primarily from Deutsche Bank for $650
million, but he also lined up a $160 million mezzanine loan* from a group of private investors,
Fortress Investment Group, Blackacre Capital, and support from billionaire George Soros, who

invested $160 million to help build the Chicago skyscraper. Soros was a key piece in what was
the largest construction financing in the city’s history, according to real estate sources and
public documents."
https://wearechange.org/george-soros-forgive-trump-312-million-debt/
Trump spent Christmas with George Soros. Yet, despite all this, Trump supporters are
convinced that Trump and Soros are at odds and the deep state/globalists hate Trump. Trump
met with Henry Kissinger and hired Henry Kissinger's financial guy for his administration.
I have Facebook friends that are in some of the biggest cases of denial I have ever seen and it
is usually denial about a politician, Republican Party or the US government. Some of these
people are in denial about Obama and some are for Trump. People don't see that it is like
rooting for your favourite sports team. It is pretty similar. Think about the people that are so
happy every time the other team gets a penalty and they don't even consider whether it was
deserved or not. They don't care. And every time someone on their favourite team gets
bumped, it's an outrage and it should have been a call.
Trump made tweets criticising Obama in 2013 about his actions in Syria and said he was going
to start WW3. Trump did the same thing once he was president. Trump also said he would
negotiate with North Korea. Did he? It has appeared that way. Not sure what to make of all that.
Trump said he would get rid of ISIS in 30 days. Did he? Not even close. What he did do is bomb
the air force of a country that actually was attacking ISIS (Syria). Trump said he would put
Hillary in jail. Did he even investigate her? No. What did he say after he was president on 60
minutes in response to being asked about locking up Hillary? He said "I don't want to hurt them".
What did he say in a speech after he was president about "drain the swamp" and the crowd
shouting "lock her up"? He said "no, that played well BEFORE" the election. We don't want to
do that anymore." He also said "Drain the swamp...I said it and it sounded good! Drain the
swamp. Ha, you know it just stuck."
"Initial phases[edit]
On October 16, 2004, Donald Trump and Hollinger International, the parent company of the
Chicago Sun-Times, completed the $73 million sale of the former home of the newspaper a
week after it relocated.[97] On October 28, 2004, Trump held a ceremony to begin the
demolition of the former Sun-Times Building.[98][99][100] The demolition and construction were
financed by a 650-million-dollar loan from Deutsche Bank and a trio of hedge fund, one of which
George Soros backed.[101]"
The above is an excerpt from this article:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trump_International_Hotel_and_Tower_(Chicago)
You can't really think that it is fake news because there are also connections between George
Soros and Hillary Clinton. So why would the globalists want you to think trump is bad because
of his connections with George Soros, if you can also find connections with Hillary and George
Soros? Why would the globalists want us to think that both Hillary and trump are both connected

to the same powerful globalist? that is just a straight shot to realising how corrupt the whole
system and government is.
CNN isn't trying to expose the system, just pretending to expose Trump; same with FOX news
with Obama. If CNN and any of the left sources and democrats truly wanted to destroy trump,
they could do so easily just by sharing even 10% of what is compiled in this document. But they
don’t. They talk about racism, sexism and things that aren’t quite true, aren’t true at all or just
blowing things out of proportion. If I can find all this stuff on Trump just by independent research
on the internet, then a powerful insider corporation like CNN could effortlessly get this info. But
they don’t. If they have it, they don’t broadcast it. Think about that.
The media works closely with the CIA. There is lots of info about this.
Also, to die-hard republicans and Trump-supporters, how do you not see that so many of you
justify so much of Trump's behaviour the same way that Obama-supporters justify his
behaviour? Really, it is EXACTLY the same. Oh well Obama, is just saying that because this
and that, ok well how could Obama have known that congress or blah blah wouldn't support it,
ok should we expect Obama to be perfect? Oh it was George Bush's fault and Obama is trying
to pick up the pieces of what Bush did. Or, he did his best under the circumstances, oh look
what he's done for the economy, etc. NO difference. Both have solid evidence of many lies,
contradictions, disturbing comments and broken promises. Both have tons of drone strikes
under their belt and illegal wars/invasions. Both. Both are friends with the Clintons. The Trump
family is actually a lot closer to the Clinton's than the Obama's are.
I have my sources for all this as well. Alternative media mostly. I used to have several links
saved. Some of them are now gone and have been deleted from the internet. The link that
showed Chelsea Clinton's financial group giving Trump a multi-million dollar loan is now
nowhere to be found. Yes, I know about the controlled media. Not everything in there is a lie,
however. Videos and recordings of Trump saying different things live are true and real, no
matter if it's on InfoWars, FOX, CNN or WeAreChange.
People are so used to worshipping politicians and once they get fixated on a party or person,
that party or person can't do wrong. I believe there are a couple of reasons for this. 1. A person
doesn't want to have to be objective and open to changing their mindset because that takes
work. It is easier mentally to hold on to the same idea of character you have for a person
(whether it's a positive or negative one). Changing that is hard. 2. It is hard for one to admit they
were wrong, to themselves and to others. 3. People will sometimes hastily misplace hope in
something because of being in a dire situation. It is more likely that someone will quickly find
hope in something that will fail them, just so that they can grab hope in something.
First of all, "the p**** grabbing" comment was one of many from trump. I have scoured over
Trump from multiple sources and have come to some conclusions. In all seriousness, think of all
you have seen of Trump. He has made multiple comments objectifying women and the roles of
women. He has insulted multiple women on their appearance. Trump is a billionaire. Trump has

had 3 wives. He is currently 72-years-old. His current exotic wife was a former porn model and
is 48-years-old. He could be her Father. Trump isn't really in the Brad Pitt category for looks.
Let's face it, she's a gold digger, he's a sugar daddy. Let's look at the following quotes from
Trump about women.
"26,000 unreported sexual assaults in the military-only 238 convictions. What did these
geniuses expect when they put men & women together?"
In an interview with Esquire in 1991, he said: "You know, it doesn't really matter what [the
media] write as long as you've got a young and beautiful piece of ass."
In an interview with Rolling Stone, Trump said of his Republican primary campaign opponent:
“Look at that face! Would anyone vote for that? Can you imagine that, the face of our next
president? I mean, she’s a woman, and I’m not supposed to say bad things, but really, folks,
come on. Are we serious?”
During a New York Times interview with Maureen Dowd, Trump mused: “Heidi Klum. Sadly,
she’s no longer a 10.”
"I like kids. I mean, I won’t do anything to take care of them," he told Howard Stern in 2005. "I’ll
supply funds and she’ll take care of the kids. It’s not like I’m gonna be walking the kids down
Central Park.”
So, Trump supporters are saying that when he made the comment about being a start and
grabbing women by their private parts that it was just "locker-room talk"? Listen to the man.
Look at his relationship history, all the quotes and his current relationship. How/why is it farfetched to think that his comment about grabbing women was true?
Anyway, these are things to consider about a person's integrity as a leader. These things aren't
really the evidence for Trump being a fraud. He has said contradicting statements about
women, however. He has also said “Women are very special. I think it’s a very special time, a
lot of things are coming out, and I think that’s good for our society and I think it’s very, very good
for women, and I’m very happy a lot of these things are coming out. I'm very happy it's being
exposed.” Okay, Trump, so which is it? Are they special or are they just an attraction for your
appetites and pleasures, like you make clear in many instances?
Here is a good short documentary showing the oddities of Trump's relationship with Ivanka and
Melania. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tuaDOyy4osI
During the “Impeachment” circus, the Democrats put through the re-signing of the Patriot Act
which was passed by both parties. Trump didn’t say a word about it. As I said from early on, the
impeachment was political puppet theater, a distraction and a deception tactic for the left and
the right.

https://www.commondreams.org/news/2019/11/19/handing-trump-terrifying-authoritariansurveillance-powers-house-democrats-include
“SEC. 1703. SUNSETS.
(a) Section 102(b)(1) of the USA PATRIOT Im- provement and Reauthorization Act of 2005 (50
U.S.C. 1805 note) is amended by striking ‘‘December 15, 2019’’ and inserting ‘‘March 15,
2020’’.
(a) Section 6001(b)(1) of the Intelligence Reform and Terrorism Prevention Act of 2004 (50
U.S.C. 1801 note) is amended by striking ‘‘December 15, 2019’’ and insert- ing ‘‘March 15,
2020’’.
https://appropriations.house.gov/sites/democrats.appropriations.house.gov/files/CR_RCP_xml.p
df

Above, we see Trump, Saudi King and other politicians in this creepy picture after Trump did a
large arms deal with Saudi Arabia (the country he accused of doing 911).

Above, we see the King of Saudi giving a medal to reward him for being a part of the arms deal.
Trump said that Saudi Arabia was responsible for 911.

Just like there were many for 911, there are signs of things to come, in the past.

Just like every other puppet, Trump puts on the Kippah and supports Israel.

(below are links to mainstream news and one alternative news site confirming the arms deal
with the US, Trump and Saudi Arabia)
https://abcnews.go.com/International/truth-president-trumps-110-billion-saudi-armsdeal/story?id=47874726
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/americas/us-politics/trump-saudi-crown-princemohammed-bin-salman-weapons-armaments-yemen-civil-war-a8265821.html
https://www.democracynow.org/2018/4/6/trump_inks_arms_deal_with_saudis
Below is a google search for Trump and 1 trillion debt
https://www.google.ca/search?q=1+trillion+dollars+of+debt+with+trump&ei=3OaqW9eZJPas0P
EP-ISq2Ak&start=30&sa=N&biw=873&bih=822
The links below show Trump saying sexist and rude things about his daughter and allowing
Howard Stern to sexualize his daughter. One of the links is a short documentary that (in my
opinion) suggests a very real possibility that Trump has an incestuous relationship with Ivanka.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BiqHuKb68yc&t=0s&index=6&list=PLBLq7QdXzwU7fUWXak0Gc27_ogcxpwDB
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DP7yf8-Lk80&index=6&list=PLBLq7QdXzwU7fUWXak0Gc27_ogcxpwDB
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U648ZKumer4&list=PLBLq7QdXzwU7fUWXak0Gc27_ogcxpwDB&index=1
Below is a short, 20-minute documentary about Trump and Ivanka. The documentary shows a
very real possibility that Trump has an incestuous relationship with Ivanka.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tuaDOyy4osI&list=PLBLq7QdXzwU7fUWXak0Gc27_ogcxpwDB&index=7

Ron Paul on Trump and the economy:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-LnSLB4j3A4&list=PLBLq7QdXzwU7fUWXak0Gc27_ogcxpwDB&index=8
(link below) Trump’s crowd chants “lock her up” Trump says “no we don’t want to do that now”.
Now remember, CNN is controlled, yes. But it’s to enrage the left against Trump. I am not the
left. I’m trying to expose the left/right and show that Trump is no different than Hillary. CNN,
however, is trying to make Hillary look good and Trump look bad. So, not necessarily everything
on CNN is false. Some things are of course. But maybe half or more is completely true, but it’s
their angle and agenda that is the important factor. No different than the angle and agenda that
FOX news plays. Both media owned by the same big parent companies. Both media are
controlled opposition and meant to distract and divide. Link below.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ix49LjgaTaI
Link below shows what Trump has to say about “drain the swamp” after he is president.
Speaking of draining the swamp, who does Trump have in his administration? He picked a big
pharma industry person for head of the CDC. He picked Henry Kissinger’s financial guy. He
picked war mongers/war criminals. His administration is filled with people on the CFR,
bilderberg group and wallstreet affiliates. How do you think Trump got so rich? You think he is
actually against the corrupt banking/economic system that he profited from? Who do you think
bailed him out when he was bankrupt? George Soros and the Rothschilds did.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5AaMtf338JI
Fast-forward to 2:15 to get to the interview. Fast forward to 8:30 to get to the part where he talks
about Trump.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jQWPLbjeffc
Multiple pictures of Trump using satanic symbolism
https://www.google.ca/search?q=trump+freemason+circle&client=safari&hl=enca&prmd=inv&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwjkq4qptqbkAhUtKDQIHevKCJwQ_
AUoAXoECA8QAQ&biw=375&bih=553

Picture above is a satanic occult handshake
“Trump retweeted the proclomations of him being the King of the Jews, and Jews love him like
he's God. Trump is a Zionist Jesuit Satanist and every single person who worships this base
Luciferian, guess what, Trump calls you and EVERYONE OF YOUR CHILDREN GOYIM.
Norman Vincent Peale was a 33° Satanist Scottish Rite Mason, Trump's handler, mentor, and
Pastor. I've shared the video where Trump says he's a Mason many times. We know he's a
Jesuit as well.
Donald Trump's 66th Floor Penthouse exposes his Idol 'Sun God' Apollo worship. Trump Tower
does not have 66 floors. He made this one the 66th floor dedicated to the Sun God Apollo.
Outside the tower you will find an inverted pyramid of trees. Sixbysixbysix they stand. He throws
up the inverted pyramid (Yoni) all the time. Thousands of times he has thrown up the 666 hand
sign at critical points in his speeches.
Fordham, college for Trump. Jesuit university. Georgetown, college for Ivanka. Jesuit university.
On the trip two Summers ago to the Vatican guess who revealed to the world while she was
with the Pope that she was Roman Catholic? Melania Trump. Christians who vote for him on the
abortion issue are some of the most clueless people you will find. They have NO plan to EVER
overturn Roe/Wade. ENTIRE Supreme Court is Fake Jews and Catholic Jesuits. Look it up. It's
TRUE.

Netanyahu said “we will legally define the Talmud as the basis of the Israeli legal system.” If
you're a Zionist Christian you are dangerously deceived.
Roy Cohn hosted the parties in the sixties and seventies for the synagogue of Satan and all
others at that level. Demonic, blackmailer, fake jew, Trump mentor. Trump was as close to
Cohn as anyone ever was. Cohn was the precursor to Epstein.
The Yale Biographical Dictionary of American Law on Roy Cohn.
The balance he drew between the emperical and the moral in law and philosophy was enriched
by the Talmudic vision of law, which he studied as a child in Russia. The Archdiocese of New
York was Roy Cohn's client for those with eyes to see the connection.
Mossad Agent Robert Maxwell is the dad of Ghislaine Maxwell as well as a long-time friend of
Donald Trump and Roy Cohn when he was still alive. Ghislaine was the handler for Epstein as
her dad served too at the bequest of the synagogue of Satan.
A disgusting synagogue of Satan event took place in the State Department press briefing room
on April 11th. An introduction to the media of Special Envoy to Monitor and Combat AntiSemitism Elan S. Carr, who had been sworn in earlier that day by Secretary of State Mike
Pompeo.
-Elan Carr’s mother descended from Iraqi Jews and his father Ashkenazi. He went to a Jewish
day school and spent a lot of time in Israel. He joined Alpha Epsilon Pi, the leading Jewish
fraternity, while at the University of California.
There hasn't been a reason to "respect" the office of Presidency in a long time. So many willing
to support this AS OBVIOUS A SATANIST AS CAN BE. He's from a long line of Selected
Presidents. Are you Christians whom the Holy Spirit reveals all truth to, or blind sheep who
believe every lie of the Devil in the Beast System? You better fight soon or they will cull
America like the cattle they call us.” - Wyatt Washburn
Trump contradicting Trump:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kSE-XoVKaXg&list=PLBLq7QdXzwU7fUWXak0Gc27_ogcxpwDB&index=13&t=77s
"US Republican frontrunner Donald Trump is so confident in his support base that he said he could
stand on New York’s Fifth Avenue “AND SHOOT SOMEBODY” and still not lose voters."
Here is a video of him saying it:
https://www.theguardian.com/.../donald-trump-says-he...
Guess what? He is sadly right.
Wake up from your Q anon/Trump "strong delusion".

😞😞

Trump saying he likes taking the guns early, before due process:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yxgybgEKHHI
Trump supports red flag gun control laws:
https://www.cbsnews.com/video/trump-says-he-supports-red-flag-laws-as-means-of-guncontrol/
Trump supports Orwellian social credit system for gun owners:
“In a shocking turn of events for Second Amendment supporters who voted for Trump, the
controversial president revealed today at a press conference plans to enact 1984-style
citizen monitoring.
According to The Daily Caller, Trump’s administration is considering a proposal that would
use major tech companies like Google and Apple to monitor American citizens for signs of
violent behavior and mental illness. The results of the information gathered would be a score
attached to the person monitored and that score would determine is he/she could own a
firearm. This is shockingly similar to the social scoring system used by the communist
Chinese government.”
https://www.firearmsnews.com/editorial/trump-social-credit-score-system-gunownership/367458
Trump’s bump stock ban
https://www.foxbusiness.com/features/trump-federal-bump-stock-ban-goes-into-effect

Trump And The Anti-Christ
The next few YouTube links under this paragraph are from Leeland Jones. He is an Israeli
that has researched the last days and anti Christ for many years. He has made a few
predictions on specific dates that have come true. These links give some very good proof
that Trump is the Anti-Christ.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jpFHKZN-DGI&list=PLBLq7QdXzwU7fUWXak0Gc27_ogcxpwDB&index=17&t=1029s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fXYPtskRxCk&list=PLBLq7QdXzwU7fUWXak0Gc27_ogcxpwDB&index=18&t=66s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0JHRRVZ4JWc&list=PLBLq7QdXzwU7fUWXak0Gc27_ogcxpwDB&index=20&t=87s
This link also has some good info about Trump being the Anti-Christ. I wasn’t able to
follow/understand all the things presented in this video. I don’t necessarily think the entire
video is good proof, but I definitely think there are several very good pieces of evidence
pointed out to argue that Trump is the Anti-Christ:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sfIf_rQhgLw&list=PLBLq7QdXzwU7fUWXak0Gc27_ogcxpwDB&index=14&t=0s

https://twitter.com/realdonaldtrump/status/1164138796205654016?lang=en
Israeli man tweets that “the Jewish people in Israel love him(Trump) like he’s the King of
Israel. They love him like he is the second coming of God”. Trump thanked him for the nice
words and shared the man’s tweet.
https://www.alaraby.co.uk/english/news/2018/5/13/trumps-face-to-feature-on-newly-mintedisraeli-coin

https://thehill.com/blogs/blog-briefing-room/news/443997-televangelist-sells-45-trump-coinbeing-peddled-to-believers-as

There is a lot of significance to having one’s face on a
coin, especially a coin like this. Please watch what Leeland Jones has to say about this:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BMjsoB6V9RE

Rabbi: Blessing Trump as King Shows He is the Final President
Before the Return of Davidic Dynasty
Rabbi recites prayer to Trump as if he is a king. According to their beliefs, a king gets his
power from God. “
“This is learned out from the real king, Hashem (God, literally ‘the name’), which is the
source of the king’s authority. Hashem’s authority is not derived from other men. He cannot
be impeached and we don’t vote for God.”
“It is significant that when the rabbi recited the blessing upon seeing Donald Trump, he said
the complete and explicit name of God in Hebrew.”
Trump, said he “doesn’t bring God into it” when it comes to asking for forgiveness. Before he
gives his answer, he puts his hands into the illuminati triangle position and then says “I’m not
sure I ever have”:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IKLVIm7Q0IQ
“Two of the biggest descriptions in the Bible about the Antichrist is that he will be a vile
person who will do alot of boasting.
The Antichrist is called "the Little Horn" in Daniel 7:8 which literally means in Hebrew; "Little
Trump".
When you look at Trump he fits like a glove.
Donald Trumps ego is unmatched.
Here are just a few of Trumps uncountable boasts:
"Nobody can do it like me."

"Nobody is stronger than me."
“Nobody is bigger or better at the military than me."
“Nobody has better toys than me."
“Nobody loves the Bible more than I do."
“Nobody builds walls better than me."
“Nobody is better to people with disabilities than me."
“Nobody has fought for the veterans like me."
"There's nobody who's fought for equality like me."
"Nobody is more pro-Israel than I am."
“Nobody is more conservative than me."
“Nobody who respects women more than me."
"Nobody knows more about trade than me."
"Nobody knows the game better than I do."
"Nobody knows more about debt than I do."
"Nobody knows more about taxes than I do."
"Nobody knows the system better than me."
“I am the chosen one”
"Which is why I alone can fix it!" - Donald J. Trump
⛔️ ⛔️ ⛔️ ⛔️ ⛔️ ⛔️ ⛔️ ⛔️
"And in his place shall arise a vile person, to whom they will not give the honor of royalty (not
part of Establishment); but he shall come in peaceably, and seize the kingdom by flattery."
(Trump) Daniel 11:21
The Antichrist: “Little Horn” Daniel 7:8
Original Hebrew: “Zeeyr Qeren” Daniel 7:8
Literally means; “Little Trump” Daniel 7:8

"This horn had eyes like the eyes of a human being and a mouth that spoke boastfully.
Then I continued to watch because of the boastful words the horn was speaking. " Daniel
7:8-11
“And there was given unto him a mouth speaking great things” Revelation 13:5
The sun will be turned to darkness and the moon to blood before the coming of the great and
dreadful day of the LORD.” Joel 2:31
Donald J. Trump born June 14th, 1946 on a total lunar eclipse and a full blood
moon...exactly 700 days before the rebirth of the nation of Israel in 1948..”
- author unknown
Trump signing Bibles:
https://www.washingtonpost.com/religion/2019/03/08/president-trump-autographed-biblessurvivors-alabama-tornado-outbreak/
Not sure what to make of this, but it seems like important info to share and consider. Seems
as though Barron Trump could be a time traveller. Go to 5:30 in this video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pHGktDwg3ys&list=PLBLq7QdXzwU7fUWXak0Gc27_ogcxpwDB&index=16&t=349s

“To anyone wanting a better understanding of the details of this Q psyop and how that
originated and who the people are who are and were personally involved with that, I promise
that if you view each of these videos and do the research about what is being discussed, the
fact that Q is nothing but a CIA and Israeli intelligence controlled group of what's essentially
LARPERs and half informed "truthers" who are being taken advantage of is verifiable and
even admitted to. Other various evidence and proofs exist, besides that.
I don't deserve any credit for this. I am just sharing some parts of this convoluted nonsense
that most people aren't aware of and that people researching this stuff could easily never
discover.
This takes a lot of commitment to follow and understand and I just want to share this
information because so few people are even aware of just a fraction of this.
To those of you who have seen my Q posts could have noticed or even viewed a couple of
links from that list of links that I include exposing the Q psyop. These are some very
important videos for a variety of reasons.
These are the videos:
The Q-pocalypse - Jerome Corsi, UNIRock, Defango #QAnon
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zb4Gyb4XE2Q
Who is Q Anon and Cicada 3301 - Post Defango Expose' Partay (A Titus Frost video)
May 8, 2018
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RtHlW2JRkys
I haven't written about this directly because that's best to let the people in the videos speak
about this stuff, however I know that people aren't likely to have viewed those.
Titus Frost detailed this well in the previous video, but I should make a post to explain this
and to details some aspects that Titus doesn't discuss.
After watching a video earlier where Defango discusses how he cracked the Cicada 3301
puzzle nonsense, he dropped some very important truth bombs. here is the link for that
video:
The Cicada 3301 Expose Long Cut
May 7, 2018
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EES7d546Pxs
After watching that video, the next video that began playing is a video I never would have
clicked on because of the vague name. here is a link to that video:
The Day After
May 7, 2018
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G-WoXBaJ0OM

This video is a stream from Lift the Veil where he was discussing the Cicada 3301 stuff with
some of those involved and one of the people a part of that stream is a female who is one of
the architects and financiers of this seemingly complex (but simple) web of weird Laarping
nonsense.
Defango admits in each of these videos to how the Cicada group brought him in the create
other new Cicada 3301 puzzles after he cracked the internet's biggest viral mystery/riddle
game ever.
To those wanting to understand that aspect and what Cicada 3301 is, that stuff is detailed in
this (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EES7d546Pxs) video.
So, Q claims and his followers claim that his purpose is to lead people to truths by using
riddles, clues, et cetera.
During that Day After (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G-WoXBaJ0OM) live stream, a
woman whose name/handle is Fox, joins to be interviewed and she admits that this same
group of people (those who created Cicada 3301) are those who created Q Anon.
Now, if you had watched the video I included from that list of links, you will see the names of
some of those involved with that stuff, but this woman simplifies that and she shares some
important information.
This woman keeps talking about how she wants to share and expose truths to people but
she does so by linking to articles.
She states that she doesn't agree with what Q is doing because he doesn't include links as
she does.
Do you people see what is going on here?
These people, while being controlled by former CIA spooks and likely current intelligence
agencies, seem to be, for the most part, half awake "truthers".
Defango says that Thomas Schoenberger, one of the three creators of Cicada 3301, wanted
to create this elaborate nonsense to sell to Hollywood hoping they would see potential for
some sort of project based around this seemingly complex web of disinformation that has
targeted the online hacktivist communities and the patriot movement circles.
As I type this, an hour something through that video titled "the day after", Defango says
something that reflects all of this stuff:
"Let's burn this to the ground, baby. I know everybody's disappointed. I was disappointed,
too. Welcome to the psyop life....where your life gets ruined by people who like think that
they're like trying to save the world."
Here is the video that followed a couple of days after that:

Mort Defango Talk with Unirock about things Cicada 3301 qanon
May 9, 2018
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NUHH6NROnf0
See? This is the danger of COINTELPRO agents who were seen as leaders of the truth
movement like Alex Jones, Gordon Duff, Jerome Corsi and others who lead people to half
truths and how they're now targeting the standard conditioned Republican FOX News
viewers.
With that stated, Jerome Corsi, is involved. (Yes, I just tagged the disinformationist.)
That is who these Q follower tent to be.
They're usually completely new to conspiracies and important truths and they believe Q
because they think Q is either a member of the department of energy, Donald Trump or John
F. Kennedy Jr and since the aforementioned are insiders, that is a whistleblower admitting to
stuff they'd never heard of before or had heard of and dismissed as conspiracy theories.
To you Q followers, you're not being told truths by some high ranking government official.
What is happening if you're being gaslighted.
The information you are being given originated with a group of people who are just like the
average Facebook 'truther" posting articles for their friends to see and share.
The Q part of their LARP and their activism was taken over by a person who they haven't
named.
That person could have been an intelligence agent, but even if they weren't originally, what
we do know currently is that Q is verifiable Israeli misinformation or disinformation, a psyop
and disinformation campaign to garner support for Trump's tyrannical war criminal self and
hope in government.
Trump's Israeli Psyop Group #QAnon
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YjmPYq8DLhc
What is known are some of people involved and they're former CIA spooks, the creator of
Linux who is also the man responsible for many of the technical aspects of the RFID chip, a
career scam artist who is musical genius, Jerome Corsi and some others who include
hackers and seemingly honest misguided baby "truther" activists.
If you've read this far, I implore you to view these videos.
Edit:
Here is a comment from one of those videos that covers all of these points succinctly and
accurate:

"If we were to accept the possibility that “Q” was the creation of 3 brilliant puzzle makers at
Circadia 3301, that they were white hats who wanted to encourage a Patriot movement, that
“Q” was hijacked in December by board owners who saw “Q” as a money maker, not to be
squandered, that these people may have included Tracy Beanz, Jerome Corsi, Barouch the
Scribe, as well as others, that true researchers like Defango, Unirock, Nathan at Lift the Veil,
and others, discovered the fraud, that some of the Bakers and instigators of the new Q
jumped ship when it started heading in the black hat’s direction, that these people became
whistleblowers and got the word out to YT prominent channels, that Q was taken back by the
initial group or likeminded people, that none of the Q’s were intelligence insiders, that
millions of people were tricked into believing Q was military intelligence close to President
Trump, that it was all a ploy to fleece patriotic ”Trumpsters” for money, how should the
Patriot Community respond?’ “
- FB post by Jason Strope
----——————"And there you have it:
"And they worshiped the dragon which gave power unto the beast: and they worshiped the beast,
saying, Who is like unto the beast? who is able to make war with him?" - Revelation 13:4"
IMDB link for the movie called Q:
https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0084556/
Notice the dragon on the cover and the description of Q on the poster. The quote in the bottom
right corner of the poster identifies that “Q” in the movie is the dragon or is like a dragon. The
quote is “Just call it Q; that’s all you’ll have time to say before it tears you apart!”. The dragon is
also symbolic of Satan. They will tear you apart. Movie poster is on the next page.

-------Imagine ten years ago that you said that patriots and Christians around the world would literally
be hoping for and excited for martial law. Forget the context. Just think about the statement
alone. No context should make that right. Just think about this for a while and wonder if maybe
you have been tricked into martial law and the NWO.
These people will be literally in hell and getting a spiritual q drop that says it’s just trump using
Tesla’s hidden technology to project a fake hell and took over Elon musks neuralink and as they
speak Jacob Rothschild is about to be hanged for treason. Cuz the most powerful satanist in the
world couldn’t escape q anon even though they’ve been posting their game-plan for years.
So a “secret” group has been planning for years to take down the cabal. For the first few years it
happens to sound like a vey convenient advertisement for right wing politics, then trump. Said
incorrect things about a couple major conspiracies. After I started posting asking why q anon
never said anything and about Israel, lo and behold, a few months later, q anon says they’re
saving Israel for last. This was when more truthers on the right were waking up to Israel. Except
trump has been the greatest aid to Israel since it was formed.
Trump is the focal point of q anon and the hero, but now Israel is a new enemy, but trump is now
the hero of Israel. Many trump supporters finally concede that “ok, he’s not the best guy”, “ok,
he’s a baby Christian”, “ok fine, he’s not Christian”. “He’s not a politician”, “oh but he can’t say
that about vaccines this close to the election.” “Trump just says the ugly truth” then - “He can’t
just say that”, “oh he can’t just say that either because of such and such excuse.”
So, these guys who are taking down the most powerful evil people and organizations on earth
are posting on the internet for years that they have plans to take these people down, for anyone
to see. Somehow they are still successful? Also, the NWO with all the money and tech in the
world, can’t figure out how to track these guys down through their q drops?
If q anon is real, why didn’t they just do it? Why haven’t they just done the arrests and kill who
they need to? Why is it a dramatic and suspenseful production? Last time I checked, the most
important secret missions in the world aren’t posting things all the time that they are a threat that
exists. Kind of takes out the element of surprise.
So now a man who has gone to a Jesuit University and has been to multiple Jesuit dinners,
chumming it up with powerful Jesuits, who does Illuminati signs and said “I haven’t ever asked
God for forgiveness” is leading most Christians in America into martial law and they are happy
about it. But all the evidence against trump is ok when it’s trump, but not for any of the
“demoncrats.”
- just to clarify, I’m not insinuating that trump/q anon supporters are going to hell. Was just trying
to make a point.
——

Some things to consider about q anon:
“Deception Tactics
Q uses a number of tactics to keep people from catching onto the fact that he's spinning lies, or
to keep them believing that he's making correct predictions. Some of these tactics are standard
fare among false prophets, while others are new to the digital age. Here are some examples:
Most of the predictions and messages he posts are vague to the point where a large number of
happenings can be applied to them. For example, 'watch the water' - if anything happens near
water, or involving water, Q's followers can use it as confirmation that his prediction came true.
Q uses words that have been made by Trump in the past and/or are commonly used by Trump to
give people the impression that he has some sort of relationship with Trump when Trump uses
them again.
Why do most of Q's posts involve things that are currently hot topics in the news? If he's a super
secret agent who is apparently privy to everything happening behind the scenes, then why would
he almost exclusively discuss current events that are publicly known, e.g. the IG report and North
Korea? Is everything the Deep State is involved in something that is publicly documented to
some degree, aside from off-handed things like the Hillary Clinton tape that never materialized?
Similar to the point above, because Q's posts involve things that are either currently in the news
or frequently in the news, there is a high probability that something will happen involving those
things in the very near future. For example, there is a scandal within the Catholic Church every
other month; if somebody predicts that there will be a scandal in the Catholic Church within the
next month or two, there is an extremely high probability that this prediction will come true.
Another example of this is [NK]; with Trump and Kim meeting together, there was an extremely
high probability that something noteworthy would happen. That said, Q has missed his mark with
this tactic, as those making educated guesses often do. For example, heavily suggesting that
there would be some sort of big happening between the USA and Iran very soon after the
cancellation of the Iran deal.
In the case of the failed Iran deal predictions, Q uses another distraction- posting about Iran
again and again to give followers the impression that things are still going to happen and make
them forget when the deadline has passed. If/when something big does happen in Iran, his
followers will believe that he accurately predicted it despite the fact that he's been hinting for
months that something would happen very soon.
Why does Q photoshop some images that he implies are real? Why does he run many images
through filters and/or crop them, two of the easiest ways to make an image impossible to reverse
image search? If all of them are real and taken by Q, then why are some images clearly amateur
while others seem to be taken by professional photographers? The answer is that, while Q does
take some photos (e.g. the ones with the pen), he draws photos from different sources (or takes
pictures of them, in the case of welcomeaboard.jpg) and edits them so that they can't be reversesearched.
Q uses thought-terminating cliches like 'trust the plan' and 'disinformation is necessary' to keep
the people he's hooked from thinking clearly about what's going on. His followers rationalize
failed prediction after failed prediction as 'there are things going on behind the scenes' or 'Q said

disinfo needs to happen to throw off the Deep State (why would the Deep State use 8chan of all
places for information??)', which protects Q's legitimacy from being questioned.”
“Failures and False Predictions
4chan Era
October 2017
10/28/17 - Q claims that Hillary has been detained (edited to more accurately reflect the failed
prediction- thanks Qultists). If this is so then there must not be much evidence against her, given
that she's still out and about today! Unless you believe that she went through some shadow trial
and is somehow being controlled, but countries where freedom and limited government
overreach are valued aren't supposed to do things like that!
10/28/17 - Q claims that Hillary's passport will be flagged on 10/30/17 and to expect massive
riots as she's extradited.
8chan Era
January 2018
01/21/18 - A flood was alleged to be coming. A flood consisting of various forms of media that I
imagine were supposed to implicate somebody in something nefarious. Sadly, this flood never
came.
01/21/18 - Q makes some very certain claims about the Nunes Memo, which of course do not
come remotely true when the memo is released a couple weeks later.
01/22/18 - Q posts a confirmed fake Podesta email, then promptly deletes it. But not before his
followers have time to notice.
February 2018
02/09/18 - Next week [Next week] is declared 'suicide weekend'. Nothing came to pass.
02/21/18 - Q predicts that the founder of Twitter is removing accounts because he and his Deep
State friends are in deep trouble. Nothing came to pass.
March 2018
03/06/18 - The stage is set to release a video of Hillary Clinton doing spooky and evil things that
would be impossible to defend and '[liberal undo]'. While this didn't happen, it did introduce some
curious Q devotees to the world of child porn.
03/15/18 - Q declares 'March Madness' and that 'the public will soon know'. Nothing came to
pass.
April 2018

04/02/18 - April is supposed to be a "BIG month", full of happenings including but not limited to
arrests, the release of the IG report, the wall, "military start", and unsealed indictments. Nothing
came to pass.
04/06/18 - "Pics will surface of Hussein holding AK47 in tribal attire. One of many. Net shut
down."
May 2018
05/16/18 - Q passes off a shitty photoshop as proof that he has some sort of official document,
implied to be an executive order.
05/19/18 - Q leaks his own password. "On purpose", of course.
June 2018
06/17/18 - Q engages with somebody who posted a verifiably misleading youtube video as if it
were real (to the point where his followers were protesting).
06/17/18 - Q posts this horrible photoshop job as if it were real.
06/18/18 - Q responds to a horrible photoshop job as if it were real.
06/26/18 - July - the month the world knows the TRUTH. Conspiracy no more. (Nothing came to
pass.)
06/27/18 - Q posts a link to yournewswire, a website known for straight-up fabricating
information. Additionally, it has a twitter tag appended, suggesting that he found it randomly on
twitter. Not great infosec for somebody dropping top-secret knowledge.
July 2018
07/03/18 - Q posts a link to Breitbart with the twitter tag again.
07/03/18 - Q posts a photo suggesting that he is on Airforce One. It is quickly debunked as an
Obama-era photo that somebody took a picture of with an iphone. Spends quite a while doing
damage controlled, including the old 'I trolled u' defense.
07/31/18 - For his 1776th post, Q uploads an image that's supposed to function as 'proof' that
he's working with Trump (Trump's signature + "#1776"). However, not only are the '#' and '1' very
different from Trump's own handwriting, but even Q's followers found evidence that it's another
photoshop job.
August 2018
08/10/18 - Q's password is revealed yet again by a former believer attempting to reach out to
those who are currently sucked in and debunks the belief that Q's passwords contain clues. Q
finally upgrades to a secure trip.

08/12/18 - Q makes an angry post suggesting that Omarosa admitted to broadcasting a
'CRIMINAL VIOLATION' by leaking recordings from the White House in violation of an NDA. Not
only are NDA violations civil matters rather than criminal, but NDAs don't apply to public
servants. It is also interesting that Q would get upset over leaks of confidential information when
the entire premise of 'The Storm' is that a top government official with a seemingly endless
supply of knowledge about international happenings is leaking information about vital
government operations to strangers on an insecure message board known for harboring political
extremists and at times illegal content.
Various/Misc
Q built up the release of the IG report for months. The night before the report was released, after
its actual contents had been reported on for weeks, he panicked and pulled some pretty
ridiculous damage control.
Occasionally Q types 'codes'. These 'codes' are easily demonstrated to be gibberish by experts
in infosec and cryptography, aside from one that appears to be some kind of (Microsoft?) product
license.”
“Drop #1 “claimed that “HRC extradition [was] already in motion effective yesterday with several
countries in case of cross border run” with Drop #2 alleging “HRC detained, not arrested (yet)”
and that there would be “massive riots organized in defiance and others fleeing the US.”
qanon
After a stretch of posts full of rhetorical questions and vague claims, Q used Drop #15 to predict
that John Podesta would be indicted on Nov. 3, and Clinton aide Huma Abedin indicted on Nov.
6.”
“Drop #16, posted the same day, claimed that “Friday & Saturday will deliver on the MAGA
promise” with a thorough house-cleaning of the government. That Friday, Nov. 3, saw the
president leave for a tour of Asia, and no firings, but the predictions continued.
After a series of vague insinuations about the National Guard being activated in various major
cities (which was not true), Q again claimed in Drop #25 that proof of his predictions would “begin
11.3.” Again, the only significant event of this day was the president leaving for Asia.”
“In Drop #32, Q claimed that the “initial wave [of arrests] will be fast and meaningful,” with many
members of the media “jailed as deep cover agents.”
-Michael Howell

